We consider a dynamic vehicle routing problem with mixed backhauls (DVRPMB) that seeks to plan, in the most efficient way, the delivery of dynamic pickup orders that arrive in real time, while a predefined plan of serving static delivery orders is being executed. Maintaining the original assignment of delivery orders to vehicles may limit system performance, since the changes in the system state caused by the arriving dynamic orders may grant re-assignments of such orders advantageous. Thus, in this paper, we introduce and solve a variant of DVRPMB that allows orders to be transferred between vehicles during plan implementation. We refer to this problem as the DVRPMB with load transfers (DVRPMB-LT). Since the problem is solved with periodic re-optimization, we focus on the underlying optimization problem, develop an appropriate model using an arc-based formulation, and compare the exact solutions to the ones of the corresponding problem that does not allow transfers. Furthermore, we develop a practical heuristic framework to address the complexity of DVRPMB-LT and solve cases of practical relevance. Subsequently, we employ the proposed framework to solve and analyze the full dynamic problem.
Introduction
In the Dynamic vehicle routing problem with mixed backhauls (DVRPMB) a fleet of vehicles originating from a depot is tasked to serve two types of orders: (i) delivery (static) orders known prior to the start of operations, and (ii) dynamic pickup orders, which are received in real time and have to be collected and returned to depot for further processing. Typically, there exists an initial routing plan (a-priori plan) that assigns the static delivery orders to the available fleet, while dynamic orders received during execution must be assigned to appropriate vehicles in real time. The problem's scope is to serve all static orders and allocate all dynamic ones to the vehicles en route or to extra vehicles stationed at the depot to minimize the overall routing costs. We have already studied DVRPMB by considering that static delivery orders originally assigned to vehicles cannot be re-allocated to other vehicles, while dynamic orders may be served by any vehicle as needed [35] . However, maintaining the original assignment of delivery orders to vehicles may limit system performance, since the changes in the system state caused by the arriving dynamic orders may grant re-assignments of such orders advantageous. Thus, in this paper, we introduce and solve a variant of DVRPMB that allows orders to be transferred between vehicles during plan implementation. This significant differentiation from DVRMB introduces considerable complexity that needs to be handled in a fundamentally different way. We refer to this problem as the DVRPMB with load transfers (DVRPMB-LT). By allowing load transfers between vehicles, we attempt to better utilize the fleet by re-distributing its workload as needed based on the dynamic state of the system. A significant observation that has prompted this work is that if one maintains the original assignments of static delivery orders to vehicles, significant overlaps of vehicle routes may result while assigning the dynamic orders to vehicles. These overlaps normally increase the total distance and, hence, increase costs (see Fig. 1 ). In general, two major reasons cause such undesirable overlaps:
(a) New vehicles may be dispatched from the depot to serve newly received dynamic orders; in those cases, route overlaps are possible. (b) A vehicle that has completed its tasks at an early stage may be assigned to serve newly received dynamic orders resulting in overlaps.
Urban logistic companies use load transfer practices to facilitate their distribution operations. Specifically, certain courier companies employ real-time load transfers, especially in cases in which the service area has been partitioned into a number of geographic zones (regions) and each vehicle (driver) is tasked to work within the boundaries of such a zone. If an order (e.g., package) is picked-up from a location within a certain zone and needs to be delivered to a different zone, the drivers communicate and decide where and when to meet to transfer the corresponding order. In some cases, there are predefined locations where this operation may be performed, usually referred to as "transshipment points" [31] .
This practice is also met in money-transfer operations. In those settings, armored vehicles executing a distribution plan are called to serve ATM requests for money collection (or service) that arrive at a dispatch center in a dynamic fashion. A unique (physical) key exists per ATM that allows drivers to access it; no other driver is allowed to access an ATM unless she/he holds its key. Typically, drivers are given the keys for all ATMs of their responsible area at the beginning of the day. However, the arrival of dynamic requests disrupts the predefined plan and may result to delays on the agreed time windows or inability of the vehicle covering a certain region to serve all dynamic orders. In those cases, drivers can meet during execution and exchange keys, to better re-distribute the work and lower costs.
To the best of our knowledge, limited studies have addressed transfer operations in such a context. As in DVRPMB, we deal with the DVRPMB-LT by updating (reoptimizing) the a-priori plan at certain points in time during execution, to incorporate the dynamic orders received up to that point. We model the underlying re-optimization problem using an arc-based formulation and we compare the exact solutions obtained to the exact solutions of DVRPMB, which does not allow transfers. Furthermore, we develop a practical heuristic framework to address the complexity of DVRPMB-LT and solve cases of practical size. Subsequently, we employ the proposed framework to solve and analyze the full dynamic problem, and investigate the impact of different re-optimization policies on the solution quality.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the current research in the area of dynamic pickup and delivery problems and transfer (or, transshipment) operations. Section 3 describes the problem setting and formalizes the re-optimization problem with load transfers. Section 4 introduces the proposed heuristic solution framework to solve the re-optimization problem for instances of practical size. Section 5 presents computational results for both the re-optimization problem and the overall dynamic problem. The solutions obtained are also compared to the solutions of DVRPMB without load transfers. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes our key findings.
Background
We review herein research work on problems related to the DVRMB, as well as problems related to load transfer operations.
DVRPMB comprises a dynamic version of the one-tomany-to-one pickup and delivery problems (1-M-1-PDPs, [1, 2] ), denoting that vehicles deliver commodities initially loaded at depot to customers, while other commodities picked-up from customers are transported back to depot. DVRPMB considers that (a) each customer requires pickup or delivery, and (b) customers may be served in an arbitrary order. The static version of this problem can be found as the Vehicle Routing Problem with Mixed Backhauls and Time Windows (VRPMBTW) as introduced by Kontoravdis and Bard [24] . Recent work on the formulation of the latter problems can be found in Parragh et al. [39] ; comparison of various solution approaches on benchmark data sets can be found in Tarantilis et al. [48] .
Limited work has been conducted on the dynamic counterpart of the PDPs and, to the best of our knowledge, only the work of Chang et al. [6] , Wang and Cao [50] , and Ninikas and Minis [35] have investigated the dynamic version of 1-M-1-PDPs. The majority of existing work has focused on dynamic one-to-one PDPs (1-1 PDPs), in which each request has certain origin and destination. 1-1 PDPs mostly deal with the transportation of passengers in urban areas, as in the diala-ride problem (DARP), or in the same-day transportation of letters/parcels, Dynamic PDP (DPDP). For these problems, we refer the reader to the survey of Berbeglia et al. [2] that overviews solution approaches and related studies. DPDPs are included in the general category of dynamic vehicle routing problems (DVRPs, [43] ), which have attracted an increasing body of research over the last 2 decades. The interesting reader may refer to the work of Ghiani et al. [16] , Zeimpekis et al. [51] , Ichoua et al. [21] , Goel [17] , Larsen et al. [25] , and the recent survey of Pillac et al. [41] for the deterministic problems (where no information regarding the future evolution of data is considered) and to the work of Powel [42] , Bent and Van Hentenryck [3] , and Ichoua et al. [20] for the stochastic ones, that incorporate probabilistic information for future events.
In dynamic routing problems, the information is gradually revealed over time. The most commonly used strategy for solving such problems is to re-optimize the plan whenever the available information changes or at fixed intervals, normally referred to as decision epochs [7] or time slices [23] . The process of updating the plan needs to consider two fundamental issues: (a) the re-optimization problem, which considers the unserved customer orders as well as all dynamic orders known up to that time instance, and (b) the re-optimization process, i.e., when to re-plan and which dynamic orders to release to the vehicles for execution.
Ninikas and Minis [35] address both the re-optimization problem and the re-optimization process for the DVRPMB. For the re-optimization problem, the authors propose a Branch-and-Price (B&P) approach to obtain exact solutions and a Column-Generation-based insertion heuristic to address cases with increased solution space (e.g., without time windows). Regarding the re-optimization process, they investigated two related issues: (a) the re-optimization frequency, i.e., when to re-plan and (b) the implementation tactic, i.e., what part of the new plan to communicate to the drivers. Regarding the latter, it was illustrated that releasing to the drivers only the dynamic orders that are scheduled for implementation prior to the next re-optimization (partialrelease tactic) provides superior results on the average compared to a tactic that immediately releases all dynamic orders (full-release tactic). Using the partial-release tactic, re-optimization upon the arrival of each dynamic order is the most preferable. However, short-to-medium re-optimization frequency is advised when the full release tactic is unavoidable.
Load transfer (or, transshipment) operations are typical in environments related to multimodal freight transportation planning [4, 17, 47] . In such environments, transshipment between modes is performed at a multimodal terminal. However, the multimodal freight operational environment is quite different from the DVRPMB environment. For example, in the former, the multimodal hub locations are fixed, and many load transfer operations (e.g., ship to rail, rail to truck, ship to truck, etc.), are mandatory. Furthermore, temporary storage and/or significant transfer times are typical in the multimodal transport environment. The interested reader can refer to SteadieSeifi et al. [47] for an extensive review on transshipment operations for multimodal transportation.
DVRPMB is mostly related to distribution operations. In particular, the re-optimization problem of DVRPMB-LT is relevant to the PDP with transfers (PDPT, [12] ), the PDP with time windows and transshipment (PDPTWT, [31] ), and the DARP with Transfers (DARPT, [29] ). In those problems, goods or passengers are transported between a pickup and a delivery location, but may transfer at pre-specified locations from one vehicle that performs the first leg of the trip to a second vehicle to complete the trip. Other related environments where transfer operations have been studied include the school bus routing problem [5, 33] , the robotized pickup and delivery process of items requested by users in an office building [10] , environments related to supply chain decisions [15] and cross-docking operations [40] . In the following paragraphs, we review work related only to distribution-related problems, such as the PDPT and PDPTWT. Table 1 summarizes information on related references. Shangh and Cuff [45] were the first to discuss the PDPT. The authors employ a look-ahead heuristic approach for picking up and delivering patient records, equipment, and supplies for a health maintenance organization (HMO). The dynamic version of a similar problem is considered by Thangiah et al. [49] who improved the results of Shangh and Cuff [45] by incorporating a local search phase. Oertel [37] studied a variant of the PDP, in which load transfers are permitted at certain hubs. The author proposes a heuristic and a column generation to solve certain problem variants. Mitrovic-Minic and Laporte [31] studied the PDPTWT based on a courier company that uses transshipment of loads between vehicles. A single transshipment is allowed per request. The authors proposed a two-phase heuristic to solve generated instances with up to 100 orders and demonstrated that transshipment operations can significantly reduce the total distance traveled by vehicles, especially in clustered cases. Mues and Pickl [32] proposed a column-generation-based heuristic for the PDPT with a single fixed transfer location. They evaluated their algorithm considering instances of up to 70 orders. Gørtz et al. [18] considered a version of PDPT, and proposed heuristics for the capacitated and uncapacitated cases to minimize the maximum completion time (makespan) of operations. Petersen and Ropke [40] considered pickup and delivery of flowers in Denmark with a single fixed transfer location. They proposed an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) algorithm, which they applied to practical instances of up to 982 orders. For the PDPT, Qu and Bard [44] also proposed an ALNS within a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) framework. They applied their method to instances with up to 25 orders, obtaining solutions within 1% of the optimal ones. Masson et al. [28] also proposed an ALNS algorithm for the PDPT and reported competitive results for the Mitrovic-Minic and Laporte [31] instances, and for practical instances with up to 193 orders. Masson et al. [29] extended the ALNS technique to solve the Dial-a-Ride Problem with Transfers (DARPT). They reported savings up to 8% due to the introduction of transfer operations. Lin [26] presented a PDPTWT in which all requests share the same delivery location (but delivery time windows are different), and a transfer can occur at the last pickup before a delivery. The authors presented an integer programming formulation able to solve instances of up to 100 orders.
Few exact approaches exist for the PDPT. Cortes et al. [12] introduced an arc-based formulation by considering fixed transfer locations. They employed a Branch-and-Cut algorithm using Benders Decomposition and were able to solve to optimality instances with up to six orders and two vehicles, reporting superior computational performance against a Branch-and-Bound technique. Kerivin et al. [22] presented a Branch-and-Cut algorithm to solve a PDPT, in which every order can be transferred from one vehicle to another at every network node. The authors were able to solve instances with up to 15 orders. Nakao and Nagamochi [33] presented a lower bound calculation for the PDPT with a single transfer location and no time windows.
The contribution of the current work relates to the following three problem aspects: first, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that introduces transfer operations in 1-M-1 PDPs, in which orders are not associated to a pickup and delivery pair, but to a single location, either pickup or delivery. Second, in this work, we introduce transfer operations in a dynamic distribution environment in which we investigate how transfer practices affect the solution of the overall dynamic problem with respect to different frequencies of re-optimization. Finally, the majority of the related work considers fixed (predefined) locations, in which transfers are allowed, whereas in this study, we investigate additional options for allowing transfer operations to take place at all nodes of the network. The latter has been investigated by limited number of studies (see Table 1 ).
Re-optimization in DVRPMB-LT

Problem overview
Consider a transportation network in a Euclidean plane. A sufficient number of homogeneous vehicles (setK ) with limited capacityQ are located at a single depot prior to the start of operations. At the beginning of the planning horizon [0, T max ], a set of vehiclesK 0 ⊂K commence the execution of their planned routes to serve a set of static delivery orders known in advance, while K d =K −K 0 is the set of vehicles available at the depot. A vehicle, once dispatched, is required to return to the depot by t = T max . During the execution of the distribution plan, new customers call-in, requesting pickup services. These arriving orders (hereafter denoted as dynamic orders DOs) have to be collected and returned back to depot.
The problem's scope is to serve all (static) deliveries and allocate all DOs to the vehicles of setK to minimize the overall routing costs. Since the arrival of DOs may disrupt the original plan, in this setting, vehicles are allowed to meet and transfer delivery orders in real time, if this favors the objective function. The current setting does not allow rejections of orders and violations of time windows; this can be achieved, since we have assumed a sufficient number of vehicles available to serve all orders (both static deliveries and DOs).
The allocation of DOs as well as any favorable transfers of delivery (static) orders among the vehicles of the available fleet is handled through iterative re-optimization (see Fig. 2 ). We assume that in the overall planning horizon [0, T max ], there will be L re-optimization cycles, each corresponding to an appropriate "static" problem 1 , 2 , . . . , L , with reoptimization occurring at time instances
may not be necessarily of equal duration. The "static" problem solved at each re-optimization time T , considers all information known up to this point in time. It is assumed that this problem ( ) is solved instantaneously.
It should be noted that in some similar studies [7, 19] , a time interval δt representing the time needed for the algorithm to run is added to the re-optimization instance T and the corresponding solution is then valid for the time period [T +δt, T max ] until, of course, the next re-optimization event occurs. In our case, we make the simplifying assumption that δt is minimal (practically zero compared with the typical travel time between clients), provided that the computational times of the proposed algorithms are appropriately short.
A re-optimization problem , ∈ {1, . . . , L} takes into account the static delivery orders not yet served and all DOs that have not been served during the time T (i.e., partial-release tactic, according to [35] ). The solution of this problem considers the entire remaining time horizon [T , T max ]. Part of this solution is then implemented until the next re-optimization time T +1 . The following assumptions concerning the operational scenario are also considered: (i) the current status of the logistics operations is assumed to be known at any time; (ii) vehicles must arrive at customers before the end of their time window; in case vehicles arrive prior to the time window's opening, they have to wait until the window opens; (iii) the route is updated only at customer locations, i.e., we do not allow diversion (as, e.g., in [19] ).
As mentioned earlier, in DVRPMB-LT, a vehicle k ∈ K is allowed to serve delivery (static) orders assigned to another vehicle k ∈ K , k = k during the solution of the re-optimization problem, provided that the required order transfer is feasible. This makes the re-optimization problem quite different from that of DVRMB and quite interesting. In addition, it introduces a significant complexity that needs to be handled in a fundamentally different way. The setting and the formulation of the re-optimization problem with transfers, henceforth denoted as DVRPMB-LT( ), are described below (Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). Consequently, Sect. 4 describes its solution approach.
Basic assumptions for the re-optimization problem DVRPMB-LT( )
Allowing load transfers may raise significantly the operational complexity of a logistics system. For example, it may not be practical from a management perspective to allow multiple transfers per order, or a vehicle to exchange orders with more than one vehicle(s). Such practices may confuse both drivers and dispatchers, and may lead to excessive man-
Fig. 2
Re-optimization process agerial overheads. Taking into consideration this operational issue, below, we define a set of assumptions within which load transfers are practical and possible. Note that transfer operations are relevant to delivery (static) orders only, since pickup orders (DOs) can be collected by any vehicle. The operating assumptions are as follows:
(a) All orders need to be satisfied (both delivery and pickup orders). (b) For the re-optimization problem, each vehicle is allowed to participate in only one transfer operation throughout its remaining (not executed) route prescribed by the revised plan. Of course, a vehicle may participate in more than one transfer operations during its entire executed route (due to multiple re-optimizations). (c) With respect to transfer locations, we investigate two cases; vehicles may meet and transfer loads: i) at fixed (predefined) locations known prior to the start of operations, or ii) at all not yet served customer locations (including current vehicle locations and those of dynamic order clients). The latter case is common in dynamic environments (courier, money-transfer); vehicles meet after prior communication between the drivers, for convenience and security purposes. It is, therefore, relevant to assume that appropriate locations are those of the not yet served customers, since only one of the two vehicles that meet will have to be diverted from the original planned route.
Regarding the third assumption, it should be noted that fixed transfer locations correspond to predefined facilities dispersed throughout the distribution area, typically determined based on historical data related to the geographic distribution of the customer base. In this case, a vehicle is able to discharge load that may be later picked-up by another vehicle. In this fixed location, vehicles are not required to be physically present at the same time. On the other hand, when transfers are allowed at the location of any not yet served customer, vehicles have to be physically present at the same location (even if that means that one of the two vehicles will have to wait for the other one to arrive).
From a business perspective, the second assumption (one-to-one transfer policy) is practical, simplifying fleet management and operational complexity for the drivers in a distribution environment. From an algorithmic perspective, this assumption limits the problem's complexity significantly and allows the re-optimization problem to be considered as the combination of pairwise sub-problems, as will be described in Sect. 4 below.
In general, a feasible solution of DVRPMB-LT( ) should satisfy the following: (i) All vehicle routes should start at the current vehicle location and finish at the depot (no cycles). (ii) All customer nodes (delivery orders and DOs) must be served and should be visited exactly once (note that in Sect. 3.3, we introduce additional nodes where transfer takes place; thus, customer nodes will be always visited once). (iii) If an order is to be transferred from vehicle k ∈ K to vehicle k ∈ K , then vehicle k should arrive at the transfer location prior to the departure of vehicle k . The problem's objective is to minimize routing costs (i.e., distance traveled and vehicles used), subject to constraints (i)-(viii) above. This simple objective is appropriate for homogeneous fleets, in which a sufficient number of vehicles are available to serve all requests (both static and DOs). Note that in practice, companies are aware of the overall business requirements, and, thus, size their private or subcontracted fleet accordingly. Furthermore, the distribution business under consideration is typically associated with hard time window constraints (such as in courier, money transfer, supermarket delivery, etc.).
Finally, we should note here that load transfers might cause additional delays due to transfer operations (e.g., onsite time to load/unload items, waiting for the other vehicle to arrive, etc.). Within our setting, we do not attempt to minimize such delays in the objective function; however, such delays are considered by the problem constraints.
Mathematical formulation of DVRPMB-LT( )
The proposed formulation has been based on the work of Cortes et al. [12] , in which the authors present an MILP model for the PDPT. In the current work, we extend and adjust this formulation to be able to consider: (i) pickup and delivery orders which are not paired, and (ii) all network nodes as potential locations for transferring loads (including current locations of vehicles).
Modeling assumptions
The setting of DVRPMB-LT( ) uses the concept of transfer locations, in which vehicles may load and unload goods. These locations may be client locations, or special pre- designated locations in the operational area. As in [12] , to capture the difference between operations (load/unload), every transfer location u is split into two separate nodes, s(u) and f (u), which correspond to the start and finish of the transfer operation, respectively (see Fig. 3 ). When a vehicle enters a transfer location u, it initially enters node s(u) to unload the orders to be transferred to another vehicle (if any). The vehicle then proceeds (notionally) to node f (u), where orders (dropped at node s(u) by another vehicle) may be waiting to be loaded.
To consider transfers at customer locations, we define two additional sets of nodes M and V to duplicate the sets containing the current vehicle locations (set M) and the customer nodes (set V ), respectively. We also define as 0 the transfer location at the depot. Those duplicate nodes will participate in the set of possible transfer locations (set U , see Table 2 ). Thus, each location of not yet served customers is represented by three (3) distinct nodes, namely: (a) the original node i ∈ (V ∪ M ∪ 0), (b) the start transfer node s(u), and (c) the finish transfer node f (u), where u ∈ (V ∪ M ∪ 0 ) denotes the transfer node associated with node i ∈ (V ∪ M ∪ 0). Note that all three nodes are considered at the same geographical location (i.e., distances between them are equal to zero).
In case the transfer location corresponds to a customer location i ∈ V , the vehicle first visits (and serves) the customer node, then proceeds to node s(u) to begin the transfer operation (unload), and finally proceeds to node f (u) (to exit the transfer location). The second vehicle, which participates in the transfer operation but does not serve node i, arrives directly to node s(u) (and immediately moves to node f (u) to reload). This operation is modeled, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Mathematical model
Below, we present the mathematical model for the reoptimization problem (DVRPMB-LT( )). It should be noted that this formulation is able to solve instances with K vehicles with the assumption that each vehicle can participate in only one transfer operation throughout its remaining route.
Prior to presenting the mathematical model for DVRPMB-LT( ), we first summarize the notation involved in the formulation (see Table 2 ). In addition, we define the set of links involved in the formulation, i.e., we exclude edges (arcs) that are not reasonable within the context of DVRPMB-LT( ), as for example direct links from the start transfer nodes s (u) , u ∈ U to any customer node i ∈ V . Let A be the set of arcs, with A = A 1 ∪ A 2 ∪ A 3 ∪ A 4 , where:
We also denote c i j and t i j to be the travel cost and travel time corresponding to arc (i, j) ∈ A, respectively. Finally, recall that each node i ∈ C ∪ F is related to a demand/supply value d i and requires service within time window [a i , b i ] , with a service duration s i .
Three (3) sets of variables are defined: (a) x i jk is equal to 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A is traversed by vehicle k ∈ K and 0 otherwise; (b) z ki j is used to and keep track of the status of each customer order, while it is traveling from node to node, as in the formulation of [12] . These variables are equal to 1 if customer order i ∈ V is onboard vehicle k ∈ K when it arrives at node j ∈ W \M, and 0 otherwise, for all i ∈ V , k ∈ K ; (c) w ik are associated with the arrival time of vehicle k ∈ K at each node i ∈ W ; accordingly, w s(u)k and w f (u)k correspond to the time of arrival and time of departure of vehicle k ∈ K to/from the transfer location, respectively.
The objective of the re-optimization problem is to minimize the total cumulative routing cost over the planning horizon [T , T max ] and is given by (1) , where c i jk denotes the travel cost of arc (i, j) ∈ A traversed by vehicle k ∈ K . It should be noted here that in the presence of time windows and transfers, minimizing distance may, in some cases, result in longer waiting times, and, thus, increased fleet resources. To address this issue, we have included a fixed charge C in the cost of each arc originating from depot (0, j) , j ∈ V ∪s(U ). This is a typical practice in VRPTW with unlimited fleet (see, e.g., [11] ). Thus, the number of vehicles utilized is then limited by assigning an appropriately large positive value to C:
Route constraints 
Set of all start nodes of transfer locations
Set of all finish nodes of transfer locations
Customer constraints
Time-based constraints
Flow of request constraints
k∈K i∈C
Constraints (2)- (6) correspond to basic route constraints; in particular, constraints (2) and (3) ensure that the vehicles will depart from their current locations and will eventually return to the depot; constraint (4) ensures flow conservation at the nodes of set V , while constraints (5) and (6) ensure flow conservation at the transfer locations. Note also that those constraints permit vehicles to reach a transfer location at most once. Constraints (7) correspond to customer constraints, which ensure that all customer orders will be served and the corresponding customer nodes will be visited exactly once. Constraints (8)- (14) ensure time feasibility of a route and are used to eliminate subtours (cycles). It should be noted that for Constraint (12) , the travel time between start and end nodes of the transfer location t s(u) f (u) , is considered to be a very small positive number to avoid zero-cost cycles.
Constraints (15)- (22) ensure the flow of orders. In particular, constraints (15) and (16) define the initial and final loading conditions of the fleet during the re-optimization instance, respectively; i.e., vehicles k ∈ K start from their initial locations carrying the C orders assigned to them (since the PR tactic is considered, no F order is considered at the beginning of re-optimization) and ends at the depot with only F orders on board (no C order should be brought back to depot). Constraint (17) ensures load continuity; i.e., the load is only unloaded at the designated customer location (the load of node i ∈ V will be onboard when the vehicle arrives at customer location j ∈ V if it was also onboard when the vehicle was at the previous customer location h ∈ V , h = j). Constraint (18) ensures that a delivery order is unloaded when it reaches the location of the corresponding customer. Similarly, Constraint (19) ensures that a pickup order will be loaded at the appropriate location. Constraint (20) refers to the flow conservation of the load variables, i.e., it ensures that a customer order that arrives at a transfer location on any vehicle must leave the transfer location by any vehicle (essentially, with the same vehicle and/or the other vehicle of the pair). Constraint (21) ensures that if an order is exchanged between two vehicles at a transfer location (i.e., reaches transfer location with vehicle k 1 ∈ K and leaves transfer location with vehicle k 2 ∈ K , k 2 = k 1 ), then vehicle k 1 has to arrive to the transfer location prior to the departure of vehicle k 2 from the transfer location;Ξ is a scalar that represents the time needed for the load to remain at the transfer location (till its departure). Furthermore, Constraint (22) is similar to Constraint (21) but ensures the simultaneous presence of both vehicles at the transfer location for those cases for which the transfer operation takes place at a customer location.
Moreover, we consider additional operational constraints (23)- (26) . Specifically, constraints (23) limit the number of times any customer order may be transferred to at most one, while constraints (24) limit the number of transfers per vehicle (as per our original assumption of Sect. 3.2). Finally, constraints (25) ensure that the each customer i ∈ V is served within its time window, and Constraints (26) ensure that the load carried on the vehicle must not exceed the vehicle's maximum capacity (Q).
It should be noted that Constraints (8)- (14), (17)- (19), and (21)- (22) can be written in a linear form using the big-M technique [13, 14, 35] . This transformation is elaborated in "Appendix A".
Regarding the benefit of load transfers, please note the following: According to the model presented above, load transfers take place only if they result to reduced routing costs. Specifically consider Constraint (24) , which limits the number of transfers per vehicle. Let the right-hand side of this inequality be equal to 0 and let the feasible space of the problem be F 0 . The optimal solution ξ 0 of this problem does not include any load transfers. Now, consider the right-hand side to be equal to an integer ν > 0, and let the corresponding feasible space be F ν and the optimal solution be ξ ν . Since
Thus, load transfers in the problem modeled by (1)-(26) will only occur when they are beneficial in terms of the objective function.
Solution approach for DVRPMB-LT( )
The model presented in Sect. 3.3.2 can be solved to optimality by a commercial solver (e.g., CPLEX) for cases of limited size. Thus, we have also developed a simple and straightforward heuristic procedure (framework) that is able to address cases of practical size. Specifically, we solve DVRPMB-LT( ) using first a procedure that evaluates and identifies pairs of vehicles that may benefit from the transfer operation. Note that focusing on vehicle pairs is based on the assumption that each vehicle can participate in a single transfer along its route. Subsequently, we solve the problems of the promising pairs of vehicles with an appropriate heuristic procedure. In the following, we introduce initially the solution framework for DVRPMB-LT( ) (Sect. 4.1), and subsequently, in Sect. 4.2, we focus on the solution procedure for a single pair of vehicles.
The solution framework for DVRPMB-LT( )
The proposed framework for solving the DVRPMB-LT( ) is hereafter denoted as load transfer algorithm (LTA). The latter commences from the solution of the re-optimization problem that does not allow transfers. To do so, we employed the heuristic Branch-and-Price algorithm outlined in [35] , which allows the incorporation of all DOs to the vehicles en route or to vehicles stationed at depot. For convenience, we denote this algorithm as the no-transfer algorithm (NTA). Then, the solution framework comprises three additional steps, as shown in Fig. 5 and described below.
In the second step ("B. Transfer candidates"), we identify candidate pairs of vehicle routes that may benefit from the transfer operation (typically, but not necessarily, vehicle routes with overlaps). To do so, for each pair of vehicle routes of the NTA solution (route setŘ), we consider the customers served by this route pair and solve a VRP-like problem with two vehicles. The routing cost of the resulting solution is then compared to the routing cost of the pair in the NTA solution. If the cost of the VRP-like problem is lower (even if the solution results in a single route), then this pair is a candidate to be further examined (for load transfer). In particular, for each pair of routes where C (i, j) is the cost corresponding to the VRP solution for the two vehicles and their respective customers, and C (i, j) is the cost corresponding to the original re-optimization solution (NTA). In case G (i, j) is negative, then pair (i, j) is a candidate for the transfer operation; if not, then this pair is discarded. Note that all possible vehicle pairs are evaluated at this step, even if a vehicle participates in more than one pair. In general, each route will participate in |Ř| − 1 pairs, and may correspond to up to Ř − 1 negative G (i, j) values. LetG be the list containing the G(i, j) values for all possible pairs. Before proceeding to step C, this list is sorted in ascending order, to evaluate first pairs with the higher negative value (and ensure that each vehicle will participate only in the best possible pair; see Step C below).
During the third step ("C. Application of load transfer"), we apply a heuristic algorithm, henceforth denoted as LTA p and further described in Sect. 4.2, considering the pair (i , j ), i = j , with the lowest (negative) value in listG. If such pair does not exist, then the procedure terminates. If the solution for pair (i , j ) is feasible and results in a routing cost, denoted as C (i , j ), lower than the routing cost of NTA for this pair (C(i , j )), then the pair is qualified for the next step and all pairs (i, j ) and (i , j) are removed from listG. If not, then this pair is discarded and the procedure iterates until listG is empty (no remaining pairs for evaluation).
During the fourth step ("Solution synthesis"), we construct the final solution starting from the NTA solution and replacing the vehicle routes belonging to each pair of step C with the solution of LTA for that pair. Following the aforementioned process, we are able to solve the DVRPMB-LT( ) for re-optimization cycle .
Load transfer algorithm for a single pair of vehicles (LTA p )
Assume that any order may be served by any vehicle of the pair under consideration. Consider the optimal (or nearoptimal) solution of this VRP problem. If the delivery orders are served by the vehicles following the original assignment, then no transfer is required and the routing cost of the pair is optimal (or near optimal). If, however, one or more (delivery) orders are not served by the vehicle(s) according to the original assignment, then a transfer operation is needed. In this case, we identify the best transfer location using an insertion-like algorithm and respecting all involved constraints. Finally, the solution obtained is further improved with post-optimization techniques. In particular, the method comprises three (3) distinct stages summarized below and further analyzed in the following sections:
Stage I: Routing A VRP-like problem is solved by assuming all not yet served orders. Stage II: Meeting Identify the best available transfer location (if any). 
Stage I: routing
Consider a pair of vehicles, each assigned with a set of not yet served orders (deliveries and/or pickups-DOs). Each vehicle can either be located at a customer location or originate from the depot (new vehicle dispatched from depot under the NTA solution). At this stage, a VRP-like problem is solved by considering all unserved orders of the vehicle pair and the two available vehicles, without considering the original assignment of orders to vehicles. The network of the VRPlike problem ensures that: (i) the first customer of each route will correspond to the current (starting) location of the vehicle, (ii) no vehicle will travel to the starting location from any other customer, and (iii) all involved times will be aligned to the re-optimization timestamp. We solve the resulting VRP problem (which includes all related time window constraints) using a Clarke and Wright savings heuristic [9] followed by a Reactive Tabu Search metaheuristic [38] which improves the solution generated by the heuristic. It should be noted here that the early experimentation has indicated that the performance of the proposed load transfer framework (LTA) is highly dependent on the results of this Stage; thus, the selection of an appropriate VRP algorithm is important to the quality of the final solution.
Stage II: identify best available transfer location
The solution obtained from Stage I provides the best possible assignment of customer orders to vehicles, without considering the original order assignments. We refer to the orders that are served in the solution of the VRP-like problem by a vehicle (or vehicles) other than the original one(s) as transferred orders (henceforth, denoted as t-orders). The t-orders (if they exist) need to be transferred prior to the service of the corresponding customers. To do so, we identify the most suitable location where the collaborating vehicles can potentially transfer the related loads. Note that it may not always be possible to identify such a location, since the process should respect the following constraints:
1. Transfer constraints According to our original assumption (Sect. 3.2), each vehicle is restricted to be diverted to a transfer location at most once.
Precedence constraints Any t-order should exchange
vehicles prior to serving the related customer. 3. Meeting constraints For the case of an a-priori fixed transfer location, the vehicle that transfers the load to this location should arrive prior to the vehicle that receives the load, since, for this case, vehicles do not have to be simultaneously present at the transfer location. On the other hand, when the transfer takes place at a customer location, both vehicles need to be present concurrently at that location. Thus, when a vehicle arrives at the transfer location prior to the other one, it has to wait until the other vehicle arrives. 4. Load constraints The capacities of the collaborating vehicles should always be respected.
Time constraints
The solution should respect all customer time windows (if any), and both vehicles should return to the depot prior to the end of their available working horizon (T max ).
Using the VRP-like solution of the first stage, the potential transfer locations are considered and evaluated; i.e., each candidate transfer location of one route is temporarily inserted between two consecutive customers served by the other route. Each resulting route configuration is further improved by a post-optimization procedure. The pair of routes that incorporate the transfer location with the minimum cost is provided to the third stage of the method.
In the following, we describe separately the procedure for the two transfer cases.
Transfer operation at any customer location
The following process is used to identify the best transfer location among the candidate locations of the not yet served customers. The related algorithm operates in an iterative manner. During each iteration of the process, a node j of route R k is inserted between two consecutive nodes of route R k , where K , k ∈ {1, 2} , k = k . To impose precedence constraints, this process investigates only the nodes of each route sequence that are prior to t-orders. In case the insertion of node j to route R k maintains feasibility (satisfying the time and capacity constraints), and the total cost (distance) of the updated routes is the lowest one so far, node j is selected as the transfer location and the corresponding pair of routes is kept as the best found to this point (with the related cost). Prior to identifying a solution that improves the total routing cost, we also apply a post-optimization procedure similar to the one described in the third stage of the process (Sect. 4.2.3). It is important to apply this refinement to every solution (even to the infeasible ones), since an infeasible one may be rendered feasible (due to the possible re-arrangement of the customers involved in the routes).
Fixed transfer location
In this case, the procedure attempts to identify the best time instance for the vehicles to visit the fixed transfer location (U f ). At each iteration, the procedure evaluates visiting the transfer location between two consecutive nodes of route R k or R k . Of course, the operation in this case is also performed only for the nodes of the two routes that are prior to t-orders. A valid inclusion of U f in each route satisfies time and load constraints. An additional feasibility criterion is the sequence of visiting the transfer location (meeting constraint); the vehicle discharging the load should arrive at U f prior to the vehicle receiving it. In case both vehicles discharge loads, they have to be at the transfer location at the same time. If feasibility is maintained and the total cost is the best found to this point, then the fixed location is used for the transfer; otherwise, it is discarded and the solution resulting from the solution of NTA is used.
Stage III: post-optimization
After identifying the best route sequence, including the location for the load transfer operation, a simple postoptimization procedure attempts to refine the solution by node interchanges (2-opt, [26] ). These interchanges are employed (a) within any single route and (b) between the routes of the pair, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Appropriate checks are also conducted to ensure that no constraints are violated. Note that all possible and feasible node interchanges moves are tested between the pair of routes in case (b).
Computational experiments
To assess the benefits of load transfers within the DVRPMB setting, we compare the solutions provided allowing load transfers to the ones that do not allow transfers. The experimental investigation is structured as follows: in Sect. 5.1, we evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic approach (LTA) for solving DVRPMB-LT( ) for a pair of vehicles with respect to its optimal counterpart. In Sect. 5.2, we investigate the performance of LTA compared to NTA by considering a pair of (overlapping) vehicle routes to assess the advantage of allowing transfers in the re-optimization problem. To do so, we consider two typical operating scenarios; (i) both vehicles of the investigated pair are en route at the re-optimization timestamp (Sect. 5.2.1), and ii) one vehicle is en route and the other is located at the depot (Sect. 5.2.2). In Sect. 5.3, we evaluate the benefits of the proposed framework for the solution of DVRPMB-LT( ) where more than two vehicles are involved (LTA). Finally, Sect. 5.4 investigates the performance of load transfers in the full dynamic problem.
Prior to assessing the benefits of load transfers, it should be noted that LTA is expected to provide superior results compared to NTA, since LTA starts with the NTA solution and the algorithmic framework only accepts changes that provide improvements. However, the experiments below indicate the magnitude of this improvement, and its dependence on fac- The experiments presented below were conducted using a Quad-Core Intel i7 processor of 2.8 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. The MILP model was solved using the commercial MILP solver TOMLAB/CPLEX Version 7.5 (R7.5.0) with default settings.
Assessment of the LTA p heuristic
To assess the performance of the proposed LTA p heuristic, we considered re-optimization problems involving a single pair of vehicles en route. At the re-optimization timestamp, each vehicle is assigned with a set of static (delivery) orders not yet served, where new DOs have been received and need to be incorporated in the current plan. We then solve the underlying problems with LTA p and compare the solution with its optimal counterpart. To ensure that the solution of the re-optimization problem will require only two vehicles, we assumed no limitations with respect to time windows, shift duration, and capacity. For this experimental study, we have employed randomly generated data within a service area of 1 × 1 km 2 . We generated test instances varying: (a) the number of static (delivery) orders per vehicle (C k , k ∈ {1, 2}), and (b) the number of DOs (F). The number of either type of orders was varied from 2 to 7 for each set, leading to a total of 36 test instances (see Table 3 ). The total number of nodes per instance depends on the number of static and dynamic orders considered; for example, if |C k | = 4 and |F| = 4, the total number of nodes (|N |) in the network for this test instance is 15 (8 static delivery nodes, 4 DO nodes, 2 nodes for the vehicle starting locations, and 1 for the depot). For each test instance, we generated ten different problems by assigning the node locations randomly within the defined area using a uniform distribution. Thus, the full problem set involves 360 test problems. For each test problem, delivery orders were randomly assigned to each vehicle, and the resulting route (from the current location to the depot) was improved by a two-opt procedure [26] . Note that one distance unit equals one time unit. Each generated test problem was originally solved using the B&P heuristic method of [35] to optimally assign DOs to vehicles en route, without transfers (NTA). Subsequently, each test problem was solved by allowing load transfers: (i) to optimality, by solving the MILP model of Sect. 3.3.2 with a commercial MILP solver, and (ii) using LTA p . For the load transfer operation, we investigated both the case of fixed transfer location and the case of load transfers at the locations of any not yet served customers. The fixed transfer location was selected to be the center of mass of the customer nodes. Table 4 summarizes the algorithms studied in this experimental phase and the corresponding algorithm designations (names) to be used hereafter. Table 5 summarizes the results obtained as an average of all (10) test problems (|℘|) per instance. The first three columns of the table denote the number of delivery orders per vehicle, the number of DOs, and the total number of nodes, respectively. The remaining columns illustrate for each one of the investigated algorithms the total distance In the following, we analyze the performance of the heuristic approach compared to its optimal counterpart. The performance of LTA compared to NTA is analyzed in Sect. 5.2. Table 6 presents the average deviation of LTA f and LTA d from their optimal counterparts LTA opt f and LTA opt d , respectively. Performance is assessed in terms of routing costs, and the results are presented for each number of deliveries per vehicle (C k ) averaged over all DO levels and test problems (|℘|). According to this table, the proposed heuristic seems to be highly competitive with respect to the optimal solutions of the MILP solver. In particular, for the fixed transfer location case, the solutions obtained by the heuristic have an average deviation of 1.8% from the optimal ones. When load transfer is allowed at any not yet served customer, the average deviation of the heuristic solution from the optimal is about 1.0%. The deviation for both cases seems to be consistent throughout the different numbers of delivery orders per vehicle (value C k ).
Regarding computational effort, Table 5 shows that the proposed heuristic arrives at the solution in less than 10 s on average for all cases. This validates its efficiency and suitability for practical dynamic applications for which fast solutions are required. It also validates our assumption that the computational time is negligible with respect to distribution time. It should be noted here that the greatest portion of computational effort is spent in solving the VRP-like problem (Stage I of the algorithm described in Sect. 4.2).
Re-optimization with load transfers for a pair of vehicle routes
In this section, we consider again the case of two vehicles and investigate further the benefit of load transfers during re-optimization with respect to the policy that does not allow such transfers. To do so, we investigate the application of load transfers (LTA) for a pair of vehicles with overlapping routes and compare it with the solution provided by NTA. Recall that LTA is applied after the solution of the re-optimization problem by NTA, which typically results in overlapping routes, as described in Sect. 1. We investigate two operating scenarios: (a) a case in which both vehicles are en route, and (b) a case in which one of the two vehicles is located at the depot (i.e., dispatched from the depot to serve newly received DOs after the solution of NTA, but before the application of LTA).
Both vehicles en route
This is the case of Sect. 5.1. Thus, no new experiments are conducted, but the results presented already in Table 5 are further analyzed. It should be noted that according to the experimental setup of Sect. 5.1, the maximum number of customer locations investigated is 26 (for |C k | = 7 and |F| = 10, plus the two current vehicle locations). This number corresponds to a reasonable number of orders for a distribution case of two vehicles. Table 7 illustrates the performance of LTA f and LTA d (heuristic procedure of Sect. 4.2) in terms of percentage difference (improvement) from the NTA solution, that is
The results are presented per number of (static) deliveries per vehicle (C k ). For each C k value, the table presents the average cost improvements over all DO levels and test problems. The overall average performance is also provided.
According to the table, both LTA algorithms outperform NTA in all investigated instances in terms of routing costs. In particular, LTA f and LTA d offer savings of 7.9 and 16.5% on average, respectively. As expected, the option of allowing loads to be transferred at the location of any not yet served customer (LTA d ) leads to significantly higher savings. Furthermore, the performance of both LTA algorithms improves with respect to the number of delivery orders per vehicle, as expected, since the longer the routes, the more chances for significant overlaps and more possibilities for load transfers. This indication also leads to the assumption that load transfer policies might be more preferable during early re-optimization cycles, when vehicles have not executed a significant portion of their routes. 
The case of one vehicle located at the depot
The tests for this case were generated based on the customer coordinates of the Solomon benchmarks [46] . To assess the impact of customer geographical distribution on the performance of LTA, we used Solomon instances from both the R and C configurations. For each configuration, we generated cases consisting of 15, 25, and 50 customer orders. The number of customers was limited to 50, since only two vehicles were involved (and 50 orders correspond to a relatively reasonable number of orders for two vehicles in a distribution case [34] ). For each of those six test sets (two types of geo- graphical distribution, three levels of number of customers), we investigated cases with and without TW, resulting in a total of 12 test cases, as shown in Table 8 .
For the test cases with 15 customers and TW, we generated one test problem for every benchmark instance in the R1 and C1 data sets, i.e., 11 and 8 test problems, respectively (note that R101 and C101 instances were excluded, because their tight TW profile cannot offer any savings by applying load transfers). For the test cases with 25 or 50 customers and TW, we generated one test problem for every instance in the R2 and C2 data sets (i.e., 11 and 8 test problems, respectively) for each level of the number of customers. It is noted that the R2 and C2 data sets permit the assignment of 25 and 50 customers in two vehicles. For the test cases (of 15, 25 and 50 customers) with no TW, we employed instances vrpnc8 and vrpnc14 of Christofides et al. [8] . These instances do not have customer TW but use the same customer coordinates as the ones in Solomon's R1 and C1 data sets. For each one of the vrpnc8 and vrpnc14, we generated ten different test problems (using random selection of customers from the original vrpnc8 and vrpnc14 instances). Based on the above, a total of 117 test problems were generated, as shown in Table 8 .
For each test problem, customers were randomly selected from their original corresponding benchmark problem. Note that we skewed the selection towards consecutive customers for the C configuration instances (due to the sequential order of customers within clusters in the original benchmark instances). Customer characteristics, shift duration, and capacity restrictions were considered as per the original benchmarks.
The following also holds for all test problems: (i) for each test problem, we randomly selected static (delivery) orders and DOs as per Table 9 ; (ii) the initial solution corresponds to the optimal assignment of all delivery orders to one of the two available vehicles, while the other is located at the depot, iii) re-optimization is triggered at the time the vehicle arrives at ň + 1 − th customer, whereň denotes the number of customers served during re-optimization (see Table 9 ); (iv) as in the previous sections, for each test problem, we applied NTA, LTA f and LTA d ; (v) the fixed transfer location was considered to be the center of mass of the customer nodes. i.e., the total distance traveled (TD), the total computational effort (CT), the number problems in which a transfer operation took place (|U|) and the percentage deviation of each LTA strategy from NTA (%Dev). The table clearly shows the superiority of both LTA f and LTA d over NTA for all investigated cases. Another interesting observation is that load exchanges are performed in more than 90% of the investigated cases (value |U |), illustrating the significance of employing a transfer policy in such a setting. This particular setting (one vehicle available at depot) may favor this result. However, Table 5 (value |U |) shows that similar results are also obtained from the case in which both vehicles are en route. Finally, it should be noted that LTA provides the solution in less than 1 min (even for the case of 50 customers). Table 11 illustrates the overall performance of LTA with respect to geographical distribution and TW parameters. The results shown are the averages of all related test problems. The performance is reported as a percentage improvement (saving) over NTA. According to the table, LTA outperforms NTA in all cases with a tendency of savings to increase when customers are clustered (C configuration). This can be attributed to the fact that the vehicle en route (assigned with delivery orders) may travel to different clusters. When the DOs are introduced, under NTA, both vehicles may be forced to visit the same clusters, leading to inferior results. According to Table 11 , LTA d consistently outperforms LTA f in all cases and this superior performance seems to be enhanced in clustered cases. What is interesting to note in this operating scenario, and in contrast to the case investigated in Sect. 5.2.1 (both vehicles en route), is that LTA f seems to be relatively more competitive to LTA d (the performance gap between them is smaller), especially for cases where customers are distributed uniformly (R) and TW are not present. This may be caused by the flexibility of the vehicle located at the depot to travel directly to the fixed transfer location and pick up the transferred loads. Finally, LTA seems to offer higher savings when TW are imposed and customers are clustered, compared to the non-TW cases. This may be attributed to the fact that TW may force vehicles under NTA to re-visit the same clusters more than once, which will cause higher costs due to the typically long inter-cluster distances. This effect may be moderated when load transfers are introduced (i.e., each vehicle travels to a single cluster). 
Re-optimization with load transfers for more than two vehicles
To investigate the performance of LTA in cases in which more than two vehicles are involved, we employed indicative cases with and without TW. For the former, we used two of the benchmark instances of [46] , i.e., R109 and R112 with average TW width of 25 and 50% of the allowed working time (T max ), respectively. Note that computational experiments not presented in this Section have illustrated that there is very limited benefit from allowing transfer operations in cases in which the average TW width is relatively tight (i.e., less than 25% of T max ). To investigate cases with no TW, we employed the vrpnc8 instance of [8] that uses the same customer coordinates as the Solomon R109 and R112 instances. For each one of the three instances, we generated five different problems (different selections of delivery orders), resulting in a total of 15 test problems. 50% of delivery orders were randomly selected from the 100-customer problem; for the remaining 50 orders (of the 100-customer problem), we randomly assigned a time of arrival (h i , i ∈ F) during the window [0, 0.75 * T max ] according to a continuous uniform distribution. We selected 33% of the remaining 50 orders to form the set of DOs. The selected orders are these with the earliest assigned arrival times. The following also apply in the current experimental cycle:
The initial solutions (assignment of delivery orders to routes) were obtained by a Clarke and Wright savings heuristic [9] followed by a Reactive Tabu Search metaheuristic [38] used as post-optimization.
• Re-optimization is triggered at the time when the last DO have been received.
• The re-optimization problem was solved following the framework presented in Sect. 4.1 (Fig. 5 ).
• For the following investigation, we employed only the LTA d algorithm. Table 12 provides relevant information per instance as an average of all test problems of this instance; in particular, we present the total number of orders considered during re-optimization (Total), the total number of delivery orders (SO), and the number of DOs. In addition, information regarding the number of SO and DO per route is provided. The number of routes reported corresponds to the solution prior to applying LTA. The results obtained are summarized in Table 13 per instance, averaged over all test problems. The first two columns correspond to the instance and the percentage of routes involved in load transfers with respect to the total number of routes after the application of NTA (%P). The subsequent columns are grouped in two sets: (a) the first set (four columns) presents the performance of LTA vs. NTA with respect to the complete solution (all routes), and (b) the second set presents the performance of LTA vs. NTA with respect to the routes participating in load-transfer operations (transfer pairs). In each set, we report the routing cost obtained from NTA and LTA d , the percentage savings of LTA d over NTA (%Dev), and the total computational effort (CT) in seconds. The CT for the first set (complete solution) comprises the time for the solution of the re-optimization problem and the application of LTA; CT for the second set reports only the average time for the solution of LTA involving the pairs for which transfers took place. Finally, the last row of the table reports average performance indicators per instance.
Based on the computational results presented in Table 13 , LTA seems to provide savings over all reported instances (as expected), with routing cost reductions of up to 5.7% with respect to the complete solution. The savings reported for the transferred pairs present similar behavior to the one reported in Sect. 5.2 (on the average), especially for the NoTW case (vrpcn8), considering that in the current scenario, each route comprises four delivery orders on the average. The results also indicate that as TW width increases, LTA is able to identify more candidate pairs for transfer (%P value). This also leads to improved results; it is clear that the performance of LTA improves significantly when the TW width increases from medium (R109) to large (R112) or none (vrpnc8).
Performance of re-optimization policies in DVRPMB-LT
In this section, we evaluate the performance of LTA compared to NTA under different re-optimization policies. To do so, we employed the 100-customer instance without TW of Sect. 5.3 (vrpnc8) . Based on this instance, we generated five different test problems (different selections of delivery orders) by randomly selecting 50% of the customers to be delivery orders. The remaining 50% customers form the set of DOs. Each DO was assigned with a time of arrival during the window [0, 0.75 * T max ] according to a continuous uniform distribution. The initial solutions (routes) were obtained with the same process described in Sect. 5.3 (note that the initial solutions involved between 5 and 6 vehicle routes).
For the experimental analysis, we employed the "singlerequest re-optimization (SRR)" and "N-request re-optimization (NRR)" policies as in [35] for the DVPRMB. In SRR, the re-optimization problem is solved upon the arrival of each DO, while in NRR, re-optimization is performed after the arrival of a predefined number N of DOs. For the latter, we used N = 0.1N , 0.2N , 0.33N (whereN is the total number of DOs) hereafter designated as NRR-1, NRR-2, and NRR-3. Each policy was tested under the partial-release tactic, i.e., only the DOs scheduled for implementation prior to the next re-optimization cycle are released for implementation; the others are re-considered in the following re-optimization cycle. Each re-optimization problem was solved following the framework presented in Sect. 4.1 and only LTA d algorithm was employed.
To assess the performance of LTA and NTA under the different re-optimization policies, we employed the so-called value of information (VOI) metric [30] , which measures the percentage deviation of the dynamic problem's solution compared to the solution of its static counterpart (i.e., when all DOs are known prior to vehicles being dispatched from the depot). Table 14 summarizes the results obtained from solving the dynamic test problems by each re-optimization policy using the NTA and LTA re-optimization algorithms. Specifically, the table presents the average VOI for all five test problems per policy and re-optimization algorithm (VOI * designates the average VOI for the * algorithm). The percentage improvement in the last column is the relative percentage improvement of the VOI resulting from the load transfer approach; i.e., − VOI LTA −VOI NTA VOI NTA
× 100. The table shows that LTA improves the results provided by NTA under all re-optimization policies. It is interesting to notice that the percentage improvement increases when the number of elapsed DOs per re-optimization cycle increases (less re-optimization cycles). This can be attributed to the fact that infrequent re-optimization causes a larger portion of the routes to be completed and allows fewer options available for incorporating newly arrived DOs in the current vehicles en route. Thus, new vehicles stationed at depot are dispatched to cover the demand, causing significant overlaps, which benefit from load transfer operations (LTA). On the other hand, SRR re-considers all DOs not yet served providing more possibilities for DO combinations and, thus, better allocation to the available fleet. Thus, load transfer operations may offer limited savings. It should be noted that the percentage improvement (of Table 11 ) in terms of distance traveled ranges from 1.9% (for SRR policy) to 6.5% (for NRR-3 policy) on average.
Conclusions
We investigated a challenging variant of Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem with Mixed Backhauls (DVRPMB) that allows transfer of orders between vehicles during plan implementation (real-time). In particular, load transfers are considered in the re-optimization problem, which is solved periodically to incorporate newly received orders in the plan. Allowing for load transfers adds a significant complexity to the problem and needs to be handled in a fundamentally different way compared to the conventional DVRPMB.
For the underlying re-optimization problem, we developed an appropriate model using an arc-based formulation. To solve re-optimization problems related to practice, we restrict each vehicle to participate to up to a single transfer operation, and proposed an efficient heuristic framework. The latter considers all possible vehicle pairs that may benefit from a load transfer operation, and solves the related pair-wide problems with an appropriate heuristic procedure. The latter provides solutions of high quality with a limited deviation from the optimal ones (less than 2% on the average).
Considering the re-optimization problem for a pair of vehicles, our experimental results have indicated that load transfer operations may offer average savings of up to 22% when transfer may take place at the location of any not yet served customer, and up to 14% when a fixed (predefined) transfer location is considered. These savings tend to increase when the number of delivery orders increases or when customers are clustered. For the case of multiple vehicles, the re-optimization savings with load transfers reached 5.7% with respect to the no-transfer case. These savings tend to increase under wider time windows.
Considering the full dynamic case, load transfer operations result in significant savings, especially under less frequent re-optimization, in which the possibilities of load transfers increase. Even if re-optimization is performed upon the arrival of each new order (SRR policy), the savings are substantial in the order of 7%.
In this work, we have investigated the impact of load transfer operations within a framework that applies periodic re-optimization when specific criteria are met. An interesting future research direction may be the application of load transfers within a real-time framework that continuously adapts the current transportation plan according to the requirements of dynamically incoming events (continuous re-optimization). In this case, sophisticated metaheuristics may be considered to solve the entire model by applying a flexible neighborhood structure under real-time restrictions.
Additional research directions may include: (a) Study of environments in which multiple transfers per vehicle may be practical (one-to-many policy). (b) Study of load transfer operations under diversion strategies (see Sect. 3.1). Note that diverting a vehicle from its current destination to meet another vehicle operating in the vicinity may offer higher savings in the total distance traveled. (c) Investigation of the proposed approach in the case of heterogeneous fleets. (A.13) Based on the above, the final model may be solved by a commercial solver (CPLEX), and comprises objective function (1) and Constraints (2)- (7), (A.1)-(A.13), (15) - (16), (20) , and (23)- (26) .
